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	Master functions and discover how to write functional programs in R. In this concise book, you'll make your functions pure by avoiding side-effects; you’ll write functions that manipulate other functions, and you’ll construct complex functions using simpler functions as building blocks.





	In Functional Programming in R, you’ll see how we can replace loops, which can have side-effects, with recursive functions that can more easily avoid them. In addition, the book covers why you shouldn't use recursion when loops are more efficient and how you can get the best of both worlds.






	Functional programming is a style of programming, like object-oriented programming, but one that focuses on data transformations and calculations rather than objects and state. Where in object-oriented programming you model your programs by describing which states an object can be in and how methods will reveal or modify that state, in functional programming you model programs by describing how functions translate input data to output data. Functions themselves are considered to be data you can manipulate and much of the strength of functional programming comes from manipulating functions; that is, building more complex functions by combining simpler functions.





	What You'll Learn


		
			Write functions in R including infix operators and replacement functions 
	
			Create higher order functions
	
			Pass functions to other functions and start using functions as data you can manipulate
	
			Use Filer, Map and Reduce functions to express the intent behind code clearly and safely
	
			Build new functions from existing functions without necessarily writing any new functions, using point-free programming
	
			Create functions that carry data along with them









	Who This Book Is For






	Those with at least some experience with programming in R.
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Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in Non-Western Cultures 2 Volume SetSpringer, 2008

	The second edition of this landmark encyclopaedia will contain approximately 1000 entries dealing in depth with the history of the scientific, technological and medical accomplishments of cultures outside of the United States and Europe. The entries consist of fully updated articles together with hundreds of entirely new topics.
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Mastering  Microsoft Project 2002Sybex, 2003
Don’t fear its complexity. Microsoft Project 2002 is more adaptable than  ever. Mastering Microsoft Project 2002 shows you how to make Project  really work for you, whether you’re managing a sprawling, enterprise-wide  project or something much smaller. Learn basic tasks and quickly move on to more  advanced features,...
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Studying a Study and Testing a Test: How to Read the Medical Evidence (Core Handbook Series in Pediatrics)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		In today's rapidly changing world of clinical practice, old assumptions quickly fall under the weight of new evidence. But to make effective clinical decisions, you must face a deluge of data published in the health research literature.

	
		With this best-selling text as your guide, you'll discover a concise,...
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Professional Joomla! (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
As a major force in the world of affordable, advanced web site deployment, Joomla! has become the most important noncommercial Content Management System (CMS) in the world. The number of Joomla! downloads and add-ons continues to grow at lightning pace, spurring the need for a resource that explores the diverse needs of professional Joomla!...
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The Unusually Useful Web BookNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The Unusually Useful Web Book is the only book you need to find out  everything you need to know about web sites. In fact, it's 2 books in 1. You can  skim the sidebars and checklists for tips and techniques you can use right away.  Or you can follow along with the main text for a detailed discussion of  planning, designing, building,...
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The SketchUp Workflow for Architecture: Modeling Buildings, Visualizing Design, and Creating Construction Documents with SketchUp Pro and LayOutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Incorporate SketchUp into every phase of your design


	If you want to go beyond the basics and start using SketchUp 3D modeling software in all phases of your design, The SketchUp Workflow for Architecture is the perfect place to start. From preliminary schematics to construction documentation and everything in between, the...
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